MATERIALS INCLUDED IN KIT
- Candy Cane Mice Template
- Candy Canes

WHAT YOU NEED
- Pencil
- Craft Scissors
- Craft Glue

INSTRUCTIONS
01 Use the enclosed template and with a pencil, trace ears and body onto felt; cut out.
02 Cut inner ears from felt in a contrasting colour.
03 Glue the face and inner ears in place.
04 Make slits in the body for ears and candy cane tail where marked; to make cutting easier, fold felt across centre of slits and snip.
05 Slip ears through body slits, tucking the end underneath the ear piece at the back.
06 Glue the googly eyes and glue the pom pom for a nose.
07 Insert candy cane and give your new mouse friend a name!

VIDEO INSTRUCTIONS
YouTube channel McMaster Children's Party Crafting with Mrs. Clause at https://youtu.be/OVPylQMUauc